I was born and raised in a little village east from Arnhem. I have had a normal youth and at the age of
21 I met my ex wife and we lived together for 14 years in Arnhem. After 2 years she got a burn-out
from a job and proposed to me to seek for sex outside of the house because she did not feel like
having any sex at those moments. I was amazed by this, the idea never occurred to me, but in the
weeks following we talked more and more about it.
Through several contacts I found the couples club Kasteel Waterloo in Beesel. Sexually active couples
visit this club (read- women) and also – in contrast to other clubs – single men. After my first visit I
was sold. Heaven on earth. I visited the club almost every Friday. A really good start of the weekend.
The next morning I would tell my girlfriend in details how great it was. She loved it and supported
me.
I told her that these women enjoyed eroticism and proposed, after two years she felt right again, to
her to try it as well. In the weeks after that we spoke about it and not much later we had our first
visit to a couple club in South-Holland. Only couples are allowed here. Kasteel Waterloo with a
number of too many men, is for a women too much when visiting the first time. This joint is a neat
and civilized club. During the First 3 visits we did not talk about switching partners. My girlfriend
really had to get used to it, but after a while she also could enjoy it. The years after we visited several
clubs in Holland and Germany at least twice a month. Our relationship coming to an end had nothing
to do with eroticism. I still go to a couples club with her at least once a month. However at these
moments we are not intimate with each other.
The reason I offer myself as a gigolo is because I had read the magazine “Stout” from Heleen van
Royen. In her magazine she described that she could barely find a gigolo and he did not even get it
right.
When I told my ex about this she immediately said: You should do this!
During the years I have had many compliments from women about my “loving and tenderness”. In
the meantime I considered myself of being able to do “it” well, as far as you can say that for yourself.
My ex encouraged me to do this. I did some research on the internet in Holland and Germany and
came to the conclusion that the offer for gigolo’s was really sad (Read: Vulgar). I also came to the
conclusion that men could not make their money on being a gigolo.
Me myself am an accountant in Germany to make a living. My “work” as a gigolo is in my spare/free
time.
I have made a real nice and neat website without any offending words or picture, for women and
couples, who consider to make use of an gigolo for erotic pleasures (www.geniet.info).
The costs of a first visit are € 150,= for 3 to 4 hours. If you choose to make use of an hotel, than these
costs will be included as well. I enjoy my hobby to the fullest. It gives me a lot of appeasement to
make women enjoy eroticism. It is really difficult for a woman to call or mail a gigolo. In general,
before the appointment, mail or phone contact several times takes place. I send a picture from
myself, first without my face, than with and eventually in underwear.
In the email or phone contact I make an impression on the expectations and experiences of the
woman or couple concerning.
Around 75% of the dates are at the interest ones their homes. The rest is in a hotel. You can divide
my dates into 4 categories, every category being approximately the same size:

1. Single women between 20 and 50 years.
They like to have more experience on the area of eroticism and find it exciting to make an
appointment
2. Couples
These are modern couples who like to try out a three-some, “icing on the cake”. But also
couples were the man finds it thrilling to see his wife doing it with another man while he is
watching.
3. Divorced women
Most of the women are divorced and have little children. The second group is divorces and
have grown up children.
4. Married women
Most of these women are unhappy in their relationship and their sex lives are also not what
it is supposed to be. The second group of these women have husbands who are too busy
doing their jobs and seek some excitement.
Usually when couples hire me, their relationship is good (the woman is being sexually active). And
because of this the appointments are active from the beginning on.
Women in general need more time. That is why I always propose to start with a non-erotic relaxing
massage were the woman keeps on her bra and panties. This is to take the tension away. The second
phase is an erotic massage from the back. The third phase is an erotic massage for the front and what
comes after................................. let your fantasies come true.
Many women did not get to have an orgasm for example by stimulating the G-spot. I make a woman
experience the exciting feeling of (squirting) ejaculation. Many women nearly do not ejaculate during
penetration. I am also being hired by less sexual active women. A good and nice sex life is for many
Dutch women not as usual. Many women do not get to enjoy eroticism.
With a lot of patience, respect, warmth and human compassion many problems are being solved
(pain during sex, no use, no lust, no orgasms, negative thoughts).
Most of these women are thankful that I made them experience eroticism again. After good erotic
intercourse you feel happy and complete.
I do everything with a condom and get tested yearly. I never had a STD and I am a 100%
heterosexual.
I have dates approximately twice a week, half being follow up dates. Half of the dates are in the
weekend the other halve through the week at night.
I do not have a problem with less attractive women. Hygiene and being polite is more important to
me. I also receive vulgar emails or phone calls but these never end up in an appointment.
I do not drink, smoke or use drugs.
In Holland, women of pleasure houses get visited million times a year. For many women it would be
good to spend a couple of hours with a good lover. For most this however will never happen......

Love Rene

